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Introduction

In 2007, Glasgow gave various bid commitments to the
Commonwealth Games Federation (CGF), one of which
was that if the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games (the
Games) were to be awarded to Glasgow, it would put on
an outstanding event to the best of its ability and which
would benefit Glasgow as a whole.
It is our hope as the Organising Committee (OC) of the
Games, that we can gain the support of the public in
order to assist us in putting on the Games, however we
must achieve an important balance between generating
this support and our requirement to engage with the
business community for financial support in order to meet
ambitious revenue targets.
The OC want the wider community to play their part in
delivering the Games through thousands of procurement
opportunities for suppliers of goods and services which
we will be conducting until the Games. During this
time, your cooperation in following these guidelines is
greatly appreciated and we hope that they assist you in
understanding how best to support the Games.
Sponsorship revenue can only be maximised if the OC can
assure prospective sponsors that they will have exclusive
access to use our brand and that the OC have in place
adequate measures to protect sponsors’ rights. To provide
potential sponsors and merchandise licensees with an
incentive to invest the OC cannot allow widespread use of
the Games brand (as defined in this guidance) for free, or
allow anyone to freely create an association.
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The OC has put in place a comprehensive protection
strategy for the Games brand to ensure that it is protected
by a variety of means across the United Kingdom and
the Commonwealth. Protection includes registered trade
marks, registered designs and/or copyright. In addition,
legislation has been enacted in order to support the OC’s
brand protection strategy.
Thank you in advance for your support in protecting
the use of the Games brands. Your help will ensure that
the Glasgow 2014 Commonwealth Games will be an
outstanding commercial success.

Glasgow 2014 Games Marks

The following marks and words are protected as trademarks, registered designs, copyright or common law in the UK
and are either owned by or licensed to the OC. All of the marks and words below represent the Games brand to which
this guidance applies.

Trade Marks

NB
Please note that the trade mark protection here
includes any additional colour variations.

Word Marks

Protected by Copyright

UK Design Right Registration

All films, musical and artistic works which are created
by the OC (or any of the other Games bodies)
in relation to the Games, will be protected by
copyright in the UK.

The Glasgow 2014 Tartan
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The Glasgow 2014 Pictograms

Why We Protect the Brand

How We Protect the Brand

There is an obligation placed upon the OC by the
Commonwealth Games Federation (CGF) to ensure that
we do all we can to protect the use of any branding owned
by, or licensed to, the OC. Therefore, it is our responsibility
to ensure that the OC put adequate protection in place
together with clear guidance for the public and businesses
in relation to use of the Games brand.

The OC protects the Games-related branding and
assets through a combination of dedicated legislation,
intellectual property laws for registered and unregistered
intellectual property (e.g. passing off/design right); and the
OC’s own brand protection enforcement strategy.

As well as having contractual obligations to protect the
brand identity, equally important is our responsibility to
those that fund the Games. Funding is achieved from
a combination of both public money, from the Scottish
Government and Glasgow City Council, and money
privately generated by the OC through ticket sales,
the sale of merchandise, broadcasting rights and
commercial sponsorship.
Income raised privately through the OC’s commercial
programme is crucial to the successful staging and
delivery of the Games. Sponsors, in return for their
substantial investment, can showcase their support
of the Games by exploiting their exclusive use of the
Games brand. We must, therefore, ensure that adequate
measures are in place to reassure sponsors that their
investment is protected.
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Ambush Marketing

Association Right Guidance

What is ambush marketing?

A condition of the award of the Games to Glasgow
by the CGF was a requirement for legislation to be put in
place to counter ambush marketing and prevent
any unauthorised association with the Games. The
legislative support is not intended to restrict legitimate
organisations, but to provide sponsors of the Games with
the necessary guarantees that sufficient controls are in
place against ambush marketing.

It’s the term used when a person or business illegitimately
attempts to associate itself with a major event without
paying the required sponsorship fees. In other words,
using an association with Glasgow 2014 to generate its
own commercial income without paying the OC for the
right to do so.
The attraction to companies or individuals who consider
ambush marketing in order to boost business is obvious.
However, rights to use the Games brand will only be
afforded to official sponsors of the Games — those
with the explicit authority to market their goods or services
in connection with the Games. The OC has measures in
place to prevent ambush marketing and will not hesitate to
take action against it if it occurs.
Also, the sale of counterfeit and unofficial goods and
other similar activities would undermine the OC’s ability
to generate the required revenue for the Games. If we
fail to tackle ambush marketing and, as a result, fail to
reach our revenue targets, there is a real likelihood that
the quality of the Games will suffer.
The following pages describe the legislation that has been
put in place to support the OC in preventing ambush
marketing and other similar damaging activities in the
form of the Association Right Guidance.
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The Glasgow Commonwealth Games Act 2008 (Games
Association Right) Order 2009 (the “Order”) came into
force on the 20th January 2010 as part of the suite of
protections envisaged by the Glasgow Commonwealth
Games Act 2008. The passing of the Order gives the
OC the ability to prevent organisations from creating
an association with the Games without authorisation.

What is Likely to be Considered
an “Association”?

Enforcement

Although not definitive, the following expressions when
used in conjunction with each other, or with a reference to
sports, are likely to be considered to be an association
with the Games and therefore are more likely to fall foul
of the Order.

The Order sets out how the association right will be
enforced. Civil claims may be brought by the OC in the
event of infringement of the association right.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Games
Two Thousand and Fourteen
2014
XXth or 20th
XX
Glasgow
Medals
Sponsors
Gold
Silver
Bronze
Organising Committee
Commonwealth Games

Remedies include:
— Interdict (a court order prohibiting any further 		
infringing actions)
— Count, reckoning and payment (a legal procedure 		
that requires someone to account for their dealing 		
with assets under their stewardship)
— Damages
— Destruction of infringing goods, material or articles.
Further guidance on the Order is available at
www.glasgow2014.com
and a full text version of the Order is available to view at:
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2009/uksi_20091969_en_1

For example, the following would likely be regarded as
trying to create an association with the Games (and hence
be prohibited under the Order):
“Supporters of the 2014 Games”
“Going for gold in 2014”
“Glasgow Games”

Who Can Use the Games Brand and/or
Associate Themselves with the Games?
For reasons previously mentioned in this Guidance, it is
crucial that use of the Games brand is restricted to certain
parties. In light of this, use of the Games brand or
association with the Games is restricted as follows:
Games Partners
The CGF, the Scottish Government, Glasgow City Council,
Commonwealth Games Scotland and the other 70
Commonwealth Games Associations (and their respective
teams) together with certain qualifying sponsors are
permitted to use the Games brand, subject to agreed terms.
Licencees
The OC have also granted a number of licences to use
the Games brand to those helping to deliver the Games.
This includes the parties that will produce the merchandise,
the ticketing and provide the broadcasting for the Games.
All of the third parties that have been granted rights to
associate with the Games are listed in the statutory
register that the OC is obliged to maintain in accordance
with the order.
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Media

Information regarding creating
an association with the Games

There is an exception to the general prohibition on
We realise that our suppliers, contractors, consultants or
creating an association with the Games or using the
associated organisations will often be proud to have been
Games brand. This exception applies where the use is
appointed as suppliers for the Games or to have worked
purely for editorial and journalistic purposes. For example, on projects aligned to the Games and, therefore, will want
this includes editorial coverage of the Games by a
to make others aware of this fact. We also understand
newspaper but not for a newspaper to create a special
that there is a great deal of positive marketing which
supplement that is supported by commercial revenues
many companies will want to take advantage of by being
from an organisation which is not a Games sponsor.
“part of the Games”. However, in order for us to bring in
our required revenue for the Games it is necessary for us
to sell or licence sponsorship rights to businesses. These
sponsorship rights can only be sold at their maximum
value if we can assure sponsors that they will have
exclusive access to use the Games brand and if we can
satisfy them that we have adequate protections in place to
ensure restricted use. We cannot give this assurance if
each of our suppliers (which, by Games time, will number
thousands) are able to use the Games brand for their own
marketing purposes.
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Usage

The following guidelines apply to all suppliers, consultants
and contractors that have entered in to a contract with the
OC. It does not apply to any official sponsor or licencee
of the OC.
Where a supplier, consultant or subcontractor has entered
into a sub-contract to provide goods to services to the OC,
that subcontractor will not be permitted to make any
reference to that work, the OC or the Games.
Specific examples of what suppliers, consultants and
contractors can and can’t do are set out below but the
general rules are as follows:
DO’s

— 	“Glasgow 2014 Limited” can be referred to as a client
within a client list. A simple, factual statement (no more
than 40 words) on the nature of the work undertaken
may be included in business to business communications
but not as an advert on the supplier’s website or other
promotional materials;
—	The work undertaken for the OC may be referred to
verbally or in writing as part of a private pitch or
private tender for other work.
DON’TS

— 	No use may be made of the Games Marks nor can any
association be created with the Games;
— 	No press releases, advertising or marketing should be
issued or take place in relation to any involvement with
the Games;
— 	No promotions using “Games Supplier” or “Supplier to
the Commonwealth Games” or similar should be issued;
— 	No promotional case study or other business to
business marketing or sales tool may be created from
the work undertaken.
These guidelines may be amended from time to time at
the OC’s discretion.
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Guidance on Use

Permitted
Provided the guidelines are followed, this is permitted without the consent of the OC.
Ask
Always seek the permission of the OC before doing this.
Not Permitted
This is not allowed.

Activity: Referring to the Games or the OC in client lists

Activity: Reference to working with the OC in annual/statutory reports

		Use is permitted subject to the following conditions:
		 —	no special emphasis is placed on the Games or
the OC i.e. reference must be in same text size,
font, in alphabetical order in the list;
		 —	the names of at least 5 other clients are listed
alongside the OC on the list;
		 —	the official name is given to the OC. e.g.
Glasgow 2014 Limited and not ‘The Organisers
of the Glasgow Games etc;
		 — 	if required, a simple, factual statement (no
more than 40 words) on the nature of the work
undertaken may be included in business to
business communications;
		—	the client list is only included in publications where
it would be standard practice to include a client
list and not as an advert on the supplier’s home
page of a website or other promotional material.

		Such referencing will be permitted in order to meet
any statutory or legal obligations, but any statements
must be factual, accurate and not exaggerated.
Activity: Informal verbal references to being involved in the Games

		
Suppliers, consultants and contractors are permitted
to talk verbally in an informal manner about work
which they are doing for the Games, subject to any
confidentiality restrictions and a prohibition on any
conversations for marketing purposes to either the
media or to potential customers.
Activity: Reference to working with the OC/the Games in tender/pitch
documentation

		
Suppliers, consultants and contractors are
permitted to make factual statements in tender/pitch
documentation about the goods and/or services,
which they have provided to the OC. However, the
information included about work for the OC must
be included alongside similar information about
other work or clients. In addition the pitch/tender
must not be made available beyond the group of
people to whom the pitch/tender is submitted.

		
If any supplier, consultant or contractor wishes to

focus solely on their role of supplier in relation
to the Games/OC in any tender/pitch or other
marketing or promotional documentation, they must
first obtain the prior written consent of the OC.
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Guidance on Use

Activity: Academic articles

		
Where a supplier, consultant or contractor wishes
to make reference to its work with the OC or
in connection with the Games in any academic
article, consent must be obtained from the OC and
approval given to the text; such consent shall only
be given where reference in the academic article
does not amount to self promotion of the supplier
or marketing material.
		The OC shall also have the right to review the
content of any article prior to giving consent to its
publication.
Activity: Recruitment advertising

		
Suppliers, consultants and contractors who wish to
issue job advertisements in relation to goods and/
or services for the Games will only be permitted to
do so with the prior written consent of the OC and
provided the proposed job advertisement does not
use the Games brands, or refer to the job as being
a “Commonwealth Games job.” Instead, reference
to the Games shall only be permitted where a
factual statement is made e.g. “Builders required to
work on Commonwealth Games venue”.
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Guidance on Use

All suppliers, consultants and contractors must ensure that
any recruitment agencies that they use in order to
advertise such Games-related jobs are aware of the
obligations contained in this guidance.
Activity: Conferences

		
Suppliers, consultants or contractors may, with the
prior written consent of the OC, speak at a
conference or similar event about the Games,
provided the purpose of the reference to the Games
is not for marketing or promotional purposes.

Activity: Media enquiries

		Any media enquiries should be passed to the OC’s
PR Manager in the first instance, without delay.
		Suppliers, consultants or contractors should not
respond to media requests to confirm if they are
suppliers to the Games, and responses to any other
media enquiries regarding their relationship with
the OC are only permitted with prior written
consent from the OC. Suppliers are not permitted
to discuss the nature of any goods and/or services
which they are carrying out without the prior
written consent of the OC.

		Further, the content of any speech must be
approved in advance by the OC.
Activity: Use of brands

		However, such suppliers, consultants and
contractors must not agree to sponsor any events
where the subject matter of the event is the Games
under any circumstances.
Activity: Use of Games-related and or sporting images

		
Suppliers, consultants and contractors are not
permitted to use Games related images or videos
without the prior written consent of the OC. They
should be aware that in most cases the OC will not
be prepared to provide consent for any such images
or videos to be used unless such images or videos
were created by the organisation or individual.
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		Suppliers, consultants or contractors are not
permitted to use the Games brand. Further,
organisations or individuals are not permitted to
design their own brands or logos of a similar
design since these could also be seen to create an
association with the Games.

Guidance on Use

Activity: Advertising and promotions

Websites

		
Suppliers, consultants and contractors are not
		—	With the exception of any permissions set out
permitted to create any advertising or promotional
elsewhere in this guidance, suppliers, consultants
marketing campaigns or events in relation to the
and contractors are not permitted to create a
Games, which make reference to either the Games
section of their own website for Games related
or the OC. This prohibition includes producing
purposes, including making any part of any URL
corporate newsletters, magazines or trade journals,
www.glasgow2014.com; or
which refer to the goods and/or services which they 		 —	publish any stories or news about the Games or
are providing to the OC.
the OC. However, with the prior written consent
of the OC, an organisation or individual may be
permitted to provide a link on their website to
the OC’s website, provided the content of the
Activity: Exhibitions/live events
link makes reference to them.
		Where the suppliers, consultants or contractors
attend any exhibitions/conferences to display a
stand or make a presentation, they are not
permitted to make reference to the Games or the
OC. Further, no material which makes reference to
the Games or the OC may be distributed to any
attendees at such events, except in accordance
with this guidance.

Email footers

		Email footers which refer in any way to the Games
or the OC are not permitted.

Job Titles and Group names
Activity: Press Releases/announcements

		
Suppliers, consultants or contractors are not
permitted to release any press release or statement
in relation to the Games either within any
publications or on their own website (including any
press release announcing their appointment to
supply goods or services which they are providing
in relation to the Games). Further, organisations or
individuals are not permitted to reproduce or
distribute a press release from the OC.
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		Suppliers, consultants and contractors are not
permitted to provide their staff with job titles which
make any reference whatsoever to the Games. e.g.
“Chief Commonwealth Games Building Engineer”.

Frequently Asked Questions

1.

What are the protected Games Marks?

All of the official names, phrases, trade marks, logos
and designs related to the Commonwealth Games and
Glasgow 2014 are protected by law in a variety of ways.
The following are some of the items that will make up the
Games Marks:
— The Games logo
— The word “Glasgow 2014”
— The “Sport Your Trainers” word mark and logo
— The Games Tartan
— The “Lead 2014” logo
— ‘Clyde’, the Games Mascot
— Glasgow2014.com (and various derivatives)
— The Glasgow 2014 sports pictograms
— The Volunteer, QBR and Cultural logos

2. What legal protection do the Games Marks have?

4. Can non-sponsors use the Games Marks?

In the UK, the commercial use of any of the Games Marks
(or any other marks or logos that are confusingly similar to
or likely to be mistaken for them), is only permitted with the
authorisation of the OC, which is generally only reserved
for official sponsors and licensees.
Subject to certain defences provided by the legislation, this
means the Games Marks cannot, for example, be used on
goods, in business names, or in advertising for goods or
services.
The introduction of the Glasgow Commonwealth Games
Act 2008 (Games Association Right) Order 2009 also
means that since 20 January 2010 it became a civil
offence to use any representation (whether using the
Official Marks or not) to create a commercial association
between goods/services and the Games.

The Games Marks are legally protected by a combination
5. Are there any exceptions to the rules that prohibit use of Games Marks?
of registered trademarks, copyright, UK registered
designs, and common law.
There are very few specific instances allowed by statute
where the Games Marks can be used without OC consent.
The Glasgow Commonwealth Games Act 2008 (Games
For example, the registered trade marks may be used by
Association Right) Order 2009 provides additional
journalists to illustrate an editorial piece about the Games.
protection by introducing the offence of creating an
unauthorised commercial association between people,
Another exception applies to businesses that have traded
goods or services and the Games.
using a name or other representation that creates an
association with the Games for many years (pre January
3. Who is allowed to use the Games’ Marks?
2010). This exception allows them to continue to trade
under that name or representation in the same manner
Official commercial sponsors and licensees are allowed
that they have always done prior to January 2010.
to use the Games Marks in accordance with the terms of
their agreements with Glasgow 2014 Limited.
A number of non-commercial partners helping to deliver
the Games also have the right to use the Games Marks.
This includes government departments.
All parties that have been authorised by the OC to
associate with the Games are named on a statutory
register which is published by the OC on its website.
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Frequently Asked Questions

6. What is the OC’s approach to enforcing its
legal rights?

7. 	What restrictions are there on advertising and trading
around Games venues?

The OC has contractual obligations to the Games sponsors,
licencees and the CGF to ensure the Games Marks may
be used exclusively by them in accordance with the terms
of their agreements. However the OC understand that
there will be situations where unauthorised use of the
Games Marks is the result of pure enthusiasm for the
Games without consideration of commercial benefit or
understanding of the OC’s legal rights.

Special regulations will control advertising and trading in
open spaces around Games venues during the Games.
They will make it unlawful to trade or advertise in defined
‘Event Zones’ unless the person is specifically authorised
by the OC to do so or benefits from one of the exceptions.

For this reason, the OC’s main aim (in the pre-Games
phase) is to help people understand what they are
allowed to do and to prevent infringements of its legal
rights by providing effective guidance and working with
industry bodies to explain those rights.
Wherever possible, the OC will attempt to resolve matters
with a personal approach, contacting the business in
question directly, explaining why there is a problem and
asking that it be rectified.
The OC is however prepared to take more formal legal
steps to resolve the issue if required, for example if a
business persistently fails to follow guidance or if the
business is a competitor of a Games sponsor or has a
large marketing power and deliberately infringes our
rights. Such formal steps may include seeking an interdict
(in Scotland) or an injunction (in England and Wales) to bring
the infringement of the OC’s legal rights to an end. Formal
court proceedings will always be a last resort but, where
necessary, the OC will take legal action to resolve the matter.
At Games time, the OC will work to prevent ambush
marketing of the Games. Where the OC becomes
aware of ambush marketing of the Games and/or other
unauthorised use of the Games Marks, it will always seek
to bring the infringement to an end. The OC will always
assess the seriousness of the infringement and its impact
before taking appropriate, measured action according
to the gravity of the matter. As with the pre-Games phase
the OC will be able to seek an interdict (in Scotland) or an
injunction (in England and Wales) to bring the infringement
of its rights to an end.
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Helpful Information
Further links to other Glasgow 2014
publications on branding (see below)
In addition to the protections detailed in this
publication surrounding the protection of the
Brand, any use of the Games Brand must
adhere to the CGF’s Brands Standards
Manual, a copy of which can be found at:
http://www.thecgf.com/about/CGF_Brand_
Standards_Manual_2008.pdf

Contact Us
If you have any queries on anything contained
within this guidance or if you would like to
request permission to use the Games Brand
for any potentially permitted purpose, please
contact us:
brandprotection@glasgow2014.com
brandusage@glasgow2014.com

Glasgow 2014 Limited
Commonwealth House
32 Albion Street, Glasgow G1 1LH
Tel +44 (0)30 2014 0000
Fax +44 (0)30 2014 0001
www.glasgow2014.com

© 2012 Glasgow 2014 Limited, the
Organising Committee of the 2014 Glasgow
Commonwealth Games. All rights reserved.

